Implementation of Conductance Tomography in Detection of the Hall Sensors Inhomogeneity
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Tomography is a useful tool for objects reconstruction in non-destructive testing. Many kinds of tomography, depending on the penetrating wave character, are available and adapted for specific application. This paper presents new kind of tomography — conductance tomography extended with a Hall effect. Its development was motivated by the need on inhomogeneity detection in thin film Hall effect sensor, particularly graphene Hall effect sensors. Paper presents complete description of the tomographic method and tomography software developed in the GNU Octave. Inverse transformation is based on optimization method. Each shape reconstruction was done with the finite element method using the open source software: Elmer FEM and Salome. Results confirmed the suitability of the work.
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1. Introduction

The Hall-effect sensors are one of the most commonly used magnetic field sensors. Due to the utilization of advanced electronic materials, their operational parameters are constantly improving. On the other hand, new problems arise with the usage of a new materials and manufacturing technologies. Among industrially produced sensors dominate those made in thin-layer technology. This technology results with the presence of defects in the sensors structure, which causes significant ohmic asymmetry of the structure. Thus proper selection procedure is required. Structures with significant imbalance are rejected, which decreases manufacture process yield. Commonly known methods of the Hall-effect sensors imbalance compensation are based on external resistors [1], external conditioning circuit [2, 3] or by specific connections of the sensors leads [4].

Alternative solution for imbalance problem is a correction of the sensors structure by a removal of selected area [5] (e.g. laser etching similarly to the laser correction of the resistors). Till now usage of this method was limited due to lack of methods for determination of correction area.

Paper describes usage of resistance tomography for the correction area determination which may be a breakthrough in Hall-effect sensors adjustment. New correction method of thin-layer Hall-effect sensors (e.g. graphene based) [6] is presented. Another advantage of presented method is possibility for estimation of ohmic asymmetry reduction and resulting offset voltage. Novelty also applies to the method of correction areas determination and dedicated layout of the Hall-effect sensor structure.

2. Measurement setup

In order to implement new method of the Hall-effect sensors compensation, new structure layout of the sensor, especially dedicated for resistance tomography, was designed.

Fig. 1. Measurement methodology: (a) new Hall-effect sensors structure, (b) measurement setup: 1 — power supply module, 2 — multiplexer; 3 — measuring socket, 4 — data acquisition module.

Proposed solution is based on increased number of electrodes. Instead of typically used 4 electrodes, new Hall-effect sensors structure contains separated contacts, where each traditional contact was multiplied as presented in Fig. 1a. Due to the technological limits, single
sensor terminal now has 5 electrodes. Resistance measurement between the electrodes is conducted by specially designed resistance tomography setup and is based on technical method. As presented in Fig. 1b the setup contains 4 modules: power supply module, multiplexer, voltmeter and measuring socket dedicated for Hall-effect sensors in QFN casing. As a result of tomography measurements resistance matrix (1) is obtained. It contains values of resistance between each pair of the sensors electrodes

\[
R_H = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{22} & \cdots & C_{mn} \\
C_{11} & 0 & \cdots & R_{11,nn} \\
C_{12} & R_{21,11} & \cdots & \cdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \cdots \\
C_{mn} & R_{mn,11} & R_{mn,12} & \cdots & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (1)

3. Tomography transformation

Resistance matrix obtained through the tomography measurement allows to use the tomography transformation for determination of location of sensors structure. Conductance distribution of sensitive structure in thinline sensors should be homogeneous. However, it can be disturbed by structure defects. Thus inverse tomography transformation in this case consists of determination of areas with nominal conductivity and areas with zero conductivity, which significantly differs with continuous conductance distribution obtained in traditional resistance tomography [7, 8].

Inverse tomography transformation was based on iterative algorithm, where in each step shape reconstruction is optimized as presented in Fig. 2.

Two optimization algorithms were implemented. None of them requires formulation of implied derivative of optimized function:

- the Nelder–Mead algorithm,
- the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm.

Developed forward tomography transformation is based on Elmer FEM open-source software which utilizes finite element method. Shape reconstruction, for the Hall-effect sensors compensation, is implemented in Octave open-source software.

4. Validation of the method

Presented method of the Hall-effect sensors compensation by its structure correction is based on identification of structure damage by a resistance tomography and then applying symmetrical structure correction with the usage of laser or other available methods. Usefulness of the method was verified on the numerical model presented in Fig. 3. During exemplary validation offset voltage was fivefold reduced — from 53.4 mV to 9 mV (with 1 V supply voltage).

5. Conclusions

Obtained results confirm usefulness of the usage of resistance tomography for correction of the Hall-effect sensors. During exemplary validation voltage offset was reduced 5 times. Very important, for the practical usage, is a possibility of prediction of correction result.
New layout of the Hall-effect sensor which is suitable for resistance tomography was proposed. Dedicated setup for the tomography was designed and developed as well as software for tomography transformation. It needs to be highlighted that all components of developed software are open-source.

Due to the fact that laser correction of resistors is commonly used, it can be concluded that similar method for Hall-effect sensors may succeed commercially.
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